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Market Insights
Stay informed with our latest data & insights. We analyze the data to give you the Market commentary you need!

 
The Month in Review: March 2024
Inflation continues to ease, and the U.S. economy appears strong. Through fourth quarter 2023, GDP growth persisted for 6 quarters straight, and, though slowing a bit, growth is expected to be....

Read More...


 
10Q MSR Value (in basis points)
Servicing values fell at the end of 2023. The decrease in value seems to be due to the...

Read More...


 
2024-02-31 Actual Mortgage Prepayment Speeds
Speeds continue to bounce around their historic lows.  Mortgage rates were up a bit in February.  The average coupon of all loans outstanding in this database ($5.8T) is 3.80%.  92% of the loans have coupons < 6.00%.  In today's 6.9%  (CF30) rate environment, payoffs are going to stay low for quite awhile.

Read More...


 
Jumbo LTV Price Adjustors
Jumbo loan buyers are getting more picky about LTVs

Read More...


 
The Level1 Advantage
Level1Analytics promises more benefits than just effective and efficient in-house valuation and modeling software and services.

Read More...


 
2023:III Housing Price Indices
This housing price index is based on the first quarter of 2000, with current data as of 9/30/23. Besides Puerto Rico, the overall trend in price growth remains upwards.
Contact us to purchase full market data including State and MSA detail.

Read More...


 
CECL Made Easy
Level1Analytics has been hard at work to make CECL easy for you. Our model allows for both Warm and Roll-Rate methods in calculating your Allowance for Credit Losses (ACL).

Read More...






What We Do
Level1Analytics® provides affordable, accurate, in-house market valuation and stress testing solutions that match the capabilities of the largest financial institutions. A great fit for small or mid-sized banks, the L1A software and specially tailored services deliver accurate results, allowing their customers to make confident decisions regarding their mortgage and mortgage-related assets. Our solutions are a simple, cost effective way to obtain accurate and defensible mark-to-market analyses. A first-of-its-kind cloud based software provides financial institutions with access to critical mortgage valuation and models without the high costs or specialized staff.

	Performs financial modeling of mortgage portfolios and assets  
Quickly and accurately perform Mortgage Servicing Rights Valuations, SBA Loan and Servicing Valuations, Credit and Prepay Stress Testing, Pipeline Valuations, Cash Flow Analysis, and Loan Level Reporting


	Provides accurate, defensible market value outputs with customizable reporting 
Valuation software and services that are tailored to your organization’s specific and unique needs


	Cloud-enabled model 
Utilizes cloud-enabled model is constantly updated and upgraded with zero infrastructure overhead for clients


	Fair Value Results 
Unbiased value results, with no conflict of interest help your institution support informed decision making


	Allows for the fastest turnaround in the industry 
We work quickly to get you the accurate information you need in a timely manner



Schedule a Demo



A Suite of Customized Software and Tools
Level1Analytics® has a comprehensive set of analytical and reporting instruments to service and interpret your data. This, along with our own sets of data and comparative research tools yield proven results. Add value to your valuations by understanding them with testing and predictive algorithms
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 Level1Analytics®
A cloud-based system that provides our customers with in-house capabilities to cost-effectively value and stress test their mortgage related assets with accuracy and speed.
The web-enabled platform allows customers to perform: 
	mark-to-market and economic valuations
	default & prepay risk analysis
	loan-loss-provision estimates

Our hosted application delivers straightforward, defensible outputs, helping customers better understand complex assets and make confident decisions without the high monetary and time investments for hardware, software, and specialized staff.
Schedule a Demo
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 Level1Data
A division of Level1Analytics®, Level1Data aims to provide difficult to obtain historical, actual, and predictive information through the acquisition, conversion, integration, and synthesis of select databases from business, academic, and government sources.
We make swift work of millions of data points and deliver an easy-to-understand analysis with the click of a button. 
Our current data products:
	Proprietary Prepayment Probability Model (coming soon)
	Residential Mortgage Prepay Analysis
	Monthly Market Assumptions
	Monthly MSR Index
	Bank Financial Detail
	Quarterly Housing Price Index

Schedule a Demo



Our Services
Level1Analytics® has a comprehensive set of analytical reporting instruments to service and interpret your data. These resources, along with our own sets of data and comparative research tools yield proven results. Whether you license our model, or prefer a consulting engagement, Level1Analytics® understands that while each of our clients are unique, their overall need is the same: access to accurate, defensible valuations and stress testing for more confident decision making. Add value to your valuations by understanding them with testing and predictive algorithms. 
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Loan and asset valuation with consulting engagement & flexible licensing options for Valuation Model and Support
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Client portal to upload, store, and access data
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Custom reporting for loan level detail, assumptions, prepay speeds, accounting reports, and more
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Cloud-based model with zero infrastructure overhead




Market Overview
Industry insights by the Level1Analytics® Team



The Benefits
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Accuracy
Accurate, defensible market value outputs to support informed decision making based on fair value results
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Flexibility
Customizable solutions and personalized reporting based on each client or customer's unique requirements and needs
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Affordability
Software solutions & advisory services deliver all of the analytic power and insights without the hefty financial investment 
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Security
Private and secure portal that meets and exceeds all unique and stringent data security requirements
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Efficiency
Cloud-based model updated and upgraded with zero infrastructure overhead for clients, with the fastest turnaround on the market
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Transparency
Real-time reporting and transparency, including loan level detail, assumptions, prepay speeds, accounting reports, etc.




About Us

Level1Analytics® was founded to provide the financial services industry with affordable, accurate, in-house market valuation and stress testing solutions that match the capabilities of the largest financial institutions. Regardless of location or size, banks, insurance companies, credit unions, investors, and other related institutions deserve and require access to accurate mortgage servicing valuation and modeling. 
While our client base includes some of the largest banks, mortgage banks, insurance companies, and government institutions in the industry, we are also well suited to serve small and mid-sized institutions. Our data security meets and exceeds all of the unique and stringent requirements of any institution, and does so with quicker turnaround than anyone on the market.
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Dr. Thomas J Healy, CMB
President & Chief Strategy Officer
Dr. Thomas J. Healy has over 30 years of unmatched experience in financial valuation and value modeling.
Read More...
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Tom Healy III
Chief Operating Officer
Tom Healy was appointed Chief Operating Officer in June of 2019, after serving as the firm's Vice President of Sales and Marketing.
Read More...
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John Alonge
Senior Financial Analyst
Mr. Alonge has over 30 years of experience in the fields of mortgage servicing and valuation software development.
Read More...
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Kate Ledford
Director at Level1Data
Ms. Ledford has been an integral part of the growth of the company since its start. With her attention to detail and client-centric mentality, Kate has consistently earned the trust and admiration of clients and peers alike.
Read More...




Schedule a Demo
Launch demo modal
Please provide your first name.

Please provide your last name.


Please provide your company name.






Please provide your email.


How soon would you like to schedule your demonstration?
Right Away!
Within the next few days
Within the next week


Send

Close






Success!
Launch success modal
Thanks for contacting us!  A Level1 representative will reply to your inquiry shortly!

Close



Contact Us
Our team is hands-on and knowledgeable, reach out to us for any consultation needs or questions.

Email Us
info@level1analytics.com


Call Us
+1 954-483-3424



Please provide your first name.

Please provide your last name.


Please provide your email.



Please provide your company.

Please provide your message.

Loading

Your message has been sent. Thank you!

 Send




Login
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User namePlease provide your user name.


PasswordPlease provide your password.


Remember Me


Forgot password?
 Login

Cancel


Loading...
Loading...
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